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Over the past twenty-five years torture by state security forces has escalated in South Africa. The scale of this abuse has impacted on the health professions, both medical and psychological, which have unavoidably been exposed to the casualties. Individual doctors and psychologists and the country's professional bodies have been forced to confront crucial ethical choices. This paper is about some of those choices and the schisms which they opened in the South African health professions. A brief contextual outline of the sociopolitical context within which repression, resistance and torture arose in South Africa will be followed by discussion of the challenges which civil rights abuses, including torture, have posed for health professions in this country; and how the professions have responded.
Torture in South Africa emerged as a logical development within an abusive social control system. This system -widely known as apartheid -was intended legally to entrench power and economic advantage in the hands of the white minority. South Africa had been settled from the mid-seventeenth century onwards by Britain and Holland. Wars of subjugation waged against the black peoples of the country were followed in the 20th century by coercive measures intended to bring blacks into the economy as cheap labour. When the Afrikaner Nationalist government came into power, after World War II, they instituted a rigorous formalisation of the loose racial discrimination practised previously.
The apartheid system inflicted enormous institutional violence on the black population of South Africa. In pursuit of racial separation without loss of cheap labour, millions of blacks were relocated to barren homelands where in order for families to survive physically they had to be fragmented by the migrant labour system. Those blacks permitted to live in 'white' areas were forced by the Group Areas Act to live in overcrowded soulless dormitory townships, prey to high levels of crime and violence, and far from their workplaces. In these circumstances blacks have succumbed in huge numbers to the diseases of poverty -such as tuberculosis or kwashiorkor -these effects aggravated further by inferior health and social services (1). They have been trapped in these circumstances by a separate education system overtly designed to disadvantage blacks as 'hewers of wood and drawers of water'; and for decades they were prevented by the Job Reservation Act from taking up any but the lowest-paying work. Constructed within this system as 'untermenschen', blacks were slighted, patronised and psychologically undermined (2, 3) .
A vast and obstructive bureaucracy implemented the regulations of apartheid. Backing this bureaucracy are an efficient police and security police force and a sophisticated military which the state has not hesitated to use to quell the resistance which has erupted in recent decades under these intolerable conditions. Demonstrations have been put down with extreme force, and wide-ranging security legislation has allowed the state to ban publications, outlaw organisations, withdraw passports, banish people to remote areas, and in general criminalise political activity (4) . The Internal Security Act and State of Emergency legislation allow the detention of persons without recourse to the courts and in conditions of secrecy (5) . It is these provisions, together with defacto and legislated impunity enjoyed by security police, that have provided the climate in which torture can emerge and flourish (6) .
As checks on the security police fell away, consistent reports of torture of political detainees began to surface, including violent assault, electric shock, 'hooding' and suffocation, forced prolonged exercise, death threats and prolonged solitary confinement (7, 8) . Initially these abuses were mostly committed under the provisions of 'Section 29' (laws allowing detention of suspected political activists for interrogation) and relatively small numbers of activists were involved. From 1984/5 onwards, however, when widespread protest and civil conflict erupted, huge numbers of people were detained under the provisions of the State of Emergency. Violent assaults by members of the police and security forces were commonplace and seemed to be aimed at the intimidation of the general population (9) .
Under these circumstances, members of the health professions came into direct contact with the work of the security police. Their responses to this testing situation brought into focus the ethical responsibilities of health professionals and publicly revealed the activities of the security police. (13) . Finally, some seven years after the event, both Lang and Tucker were found guilty of disgraceful or improper conduct by the council, and were given token penalties.
An important aspect of this case was the extent to which political affiliation had infiltrated medical decision-making. Individual practitioners and the statutory and professional bodies themselves took positions and acted more in accordance with a political position than in terms of relatively independent medical ethics.
The Biko issue precipitated a split within the medical profession which had been building up for some time. Progressive doctors had for some time felt discontent with MASA's acquiescence with racial discrimination at all levels, but the association's conduct in this matter led directly to the formation of the alternative National Medical and Dental Association (NAMDA) in 1982. Members of this group took a clear stand in relation to detention and torture, provided medical assistance to ex-detainees and campaigned actively against the abuses which they encountered.
Fittingly, however, the next major public challenge to torture came from a young district surgeon. Dr Wendy Orr was assigned to work with State of Emergency detainees in Port Elizabeth where huge numbers of people were being arrested and brutally abused. When protests to her superiors were repeatedly deflected, Orr systematically gathered data within the prison system which substantiated allegations of a wide range of tortures perpetrated by the police. These included violent assault, electric shock, suffocation, exercise to exhaustion and a range of threats. She also gathered empirical data which demonstrated that the vast majority of detainees showed injuries consistent with their complaints (14) . This evidence, supported further by a NAMDA study in Johannesburg (15) , was crucial in refuting the state's argument that allegations of torture were fabricated to discredit the police.
With the support of human-rights lawyers, Orr made an urgent application to the Supreme Court to restrain the police from assaulting or threatening assault on detainees. She succeeded in this application, but the significance of her actions went far beyond the well-being ofthe detainees involved. As happened with the Biko case, torture was exposed to public condemnation, and the weight of international anger was brought to bear on the South African government. The scale of detention and torture began to decline as it became increasingly politically unprofitable. Likewise, the debate within the medical profession on T L Dowdall 53 the proper actions of doctors in the face of state abuse of their patients was taken further. Political partisanship up to now had taken the form of 'turning a blind eye' to torture. Orr's stand was made on the basis of professional ethics, and forced professional bodies and practitioners to acknowledge that, ethically, doctors could not be passive or acquiescent partners in torture.
Although there were no landmark events like the Biko or Orr cases within the psychological profession, essentially the same situation prevailed. Professional conferences and congresses had always shown bland inattention to the human and psychological effects of the oppressive social engineering experiment of apartheid, and in the face of evidence of torture preferred to continue that inattention. Attempts to raise these issues at congresses of the Psychological Association of South Africa raised heated arguments, walk-outs by sections of the audience and charges that certain members were attempting to intrude politics into what should be a professional forum.
A small number of concerned psychologists made contact with the Danish Rehabilitation and Research Centre for Torture Victims around 1983, and brought the training they received back to South Africa where it was passed on through workshops and developed for local conditions within small detainee treatment groups. The huge scale of abuses in the successive States of Emergency declared in the eighties prompted the formation of an anti-apartheid service-oriented organisation -the Organisation for Appropriate Social Service in South Africa; it also led to the formation of the Emergency Services Group -a nationwide organisation of doctors and counsellors concerned directly with providing services to survivors of torture and abuse by state security forces. As in the medical field, these alternative groups always formed a tiny minority -but during the 1980s their public opposition to apartheid and torture gradually entered mainstream debate and fostered more widespread attitude change in the profession (16).
General issues
There seem to be important differences in the approach of health professionals working with torture survivors in exile conditions compared with those working within the country where torture is happening as a part of ongoing civil conflict. In the latter circumstances political neutrality is practically impossible, and is commonly assumed to mask an allegiance to the status quo, as we have seen in illustrations above. In South Africa, issues of trust and security have excluded doctors and psychologists from work with activists unless they were judged to be actively committed to an anti-apartheid position (17) .
Political investment has also tended to permeate judgement and decision-making in professional bodies and in the individual practitioners, and the road back to a more independent professional ethical position has been painful. It 
